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Enjoy the ease of grilling year round.  Indoor grills are very popular (especially the George Foreman

grill). Millions of consumers rely on this kitchen appliance to create low-fat grilled food without the

fuss of an outdoor grill or leaving the kitchen.  125 Best Indoor Grill Recipes includes tantalizing

recipes that work anytime -- from quick weekday suppers to weekend entertaining: Blackened Red

Fish -- the sizzling southern flavor of New Orleans Greek-inspired Beef Souvlaki with Tzaziki Sauce

Cilantro Lime Chicken Caesar Burger - Caesar Salad crossed with a hamburger Portobello

Mushroom Burger -- the ultimate in vegetarian cuisine Three Meat Panini with Provolone -- a simple

sandwich taken to new heights Shrimp Satay Southern Fried Chicken Honey Dill Salmon with Dijon

Fajitas Teriyaki Chicken.  More than 2.5 million indoor grills are sold each year. Indoor grill-chefs will

love these great recipes and practical indoor grilling tips and techniques.
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This book has wonderful recipes for grilling, lots of different seasoning combinations and marinades

which I love. If you're looking for grilling ideas for every night of the week, this is the book to have.

We also purchased a Cuisanart griddler through , and love the griddler as well as this cookbook that

has recipes specifically for indoor griddlers. So far, all the recipes that we've tried have been very

good and easy to follow.



I would give this book five stars if there were more photos, but the content is fabulous. For the past

two years, I'd drag out my breville panini press to make sandwiches. This book opens up a whole

new world. I neve thought of my panini press as an indoor grill. Very excited to get started making

some of these recipes

This book has lots of quick, easy recipes that are healthy and tasty. A great addition to the home

cook's shelf. Highly recommended.

Love, Love , Love it. This book is easy and helpful. I would recommend it to anyone. It is also easy

on the waistline.

This book has very creative recipes that you usually don't think of. When you think BBQ, steak,

burgers or hotdogs always come to mind. This books opens up your mind to different ingredients

and possibilities.

Used a recipe from this book for my Cuisinart Deluxe Electric Griddler and it turned out great. The

recipes are tasty and easy to follow. They really are the best indoor grill recipes! Whether you have

a George Forman Grill or a Cuisinart, or whatever, this is the one to have!

I purchased this book along with the Cuisinart GR-150 Griddler Deluxe, which by the way, I am very

pleased with. Both were to be a gift for my wife. I had a preconceived notion that this would just be

another one of those cookbooks that would have only a few good recipes.Each and every recipe

that we tried was quick and awesome, especially those with the boneless chicken thighs which we

have a preference for anyway. But the beef, veggie, Mexican and dessert recipes were also

delightful surprises. All were very easy to prepare and most ingredients can be found in anyone's

kitchen.Even I can follow these well illustrated and well structured instructions, definitely a 5 star

purchase for me.
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